Trending Algorithms in Machine Learning and issues along with Big data Context in real time Data Processing
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ABSTRACT

Machine Learning (ML) is booming up and mandatory for many domains like banking, retail, social media and online shopping platforms like amazon and flip kart. The article describes the importance of various algorithms along with the fundamental concept with simple code and the corresponding issues. The other dimension of this work is summary of various applications based on the algorithms and some of the observations which may help the researchers in the area of ML to come up with suitable methodologies and corrective measures. The work involves the description of regression, classification and recommender systems with suitable snippets of the coding in R programming. The discussion also provides various issues identified in the regression, classification and recommender systems which may be leading to the future scope for the researchers in the area of ML. We believe that the work helps to know the basic algorithms in the said context with the application areas and issues based on the application domains like social media (Facebook, Twitter), banking sector classification of the customers based on the Cibil score and recommender systems along with product recommendation to the customers while working with amazon and flip kart kind of the online shopping sites. The outcome of the work is a clear specification of algorithms with the help of R programming and working with issues which leads to the new research trends in ML. Integration of Hadoop and R is the best combination in the field of distributed computing and analytics point of view. The algorithms regression and classification along with the specific packages allows making use of the algorithms in the simple manner.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Huge data processing is always a critical issue in the social media, online shopping and other applications such as banking, retail etc. The huge amounts of the data storage are tedious and processing the same is cumbersome. The IT companies need to answer two important questions like whether the existing storage servers are ready to handle the current data storage demands and the current algorithms are enough to process such huge data\textsuperscript{[1], [2].} Whatever the answer by the companies but the ultimate solution is Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) along with Map Reduce (MR). The HDFS is suitable to handle huge data by following block based storage and MR is a parallel and distributed environment where the processing of the data is undergone into various steps like Mapper, reducer and Driver aspects. ML anyhow is used to improve the performance of the task in a time bound related to any application [3]. ML provides various algorithms like Regression, Classification and recommender systems so as to uncover the required data and allows the developers to analyze the data in a versatile manner. The flow of the work is in Section II the big data scenarios and issues were described, In Section III the ML algorithms and corresponding simple code along with results were described, In Section IV integration of big data and ML were described along with available architectures of RHDFS and RMR. In Section V the conclusion and future scope were described.

2. BIGDATA VENDORS AND OTHER ISSUES IN THE EXISTING ARCHITECTURES

The term big data is used everywhere now, is basically dealing with huge amounts of the data, and
data itself becomes one problem in the handling of the application [4]-[6]. In the introduction mentioned earlier two importance factors that guide the big data scenarios are storage and processing of the data. Big data is a kind of the problem but the solution to that big data problem is available in various formats, some of the vendors here worth to mention and they are all trying to contribute to the big data problems by providing solutions[7]. Hadoop is a framework which provides storage and processing logic for big data problems. Figure 1 shows the contribution of the vendors in the market of Hadoop with the potential percentage of performance in the current market.

Apache Hadoop, Cloudera, AWS, MapR, Hortonworks and IBM are leaders in the market in the context of integration of various tools like Pig Latin, Hive, HBase and support of ML.

Libraries in the eco system [8]. Issues in the architecture involves the Hadoop administration kind of the aspects like there is no common procedure to install and work with Hadoop frame work, for example apache Hadoop provides all the .tar files and manually the user need to configure the files like .bashrc, core-site.xml, apred-site.xml,Hadoop-env.sh. In case of the Cloud era a complete GUI based architecture is available but the problem is the researchers or developers are not having any idea about the internal files and other daemons which are playing a vital role inherently [9]. So the solution is the process must be same and fewer complexes and the configuration can be customized according to the specific need of the installation. There is myth like Hadoop installation and learning is difficult which is not true, Hadoop framework is easy to learn and apply on the huge data sets [10].

3. ML REGRESSION AND CLASSIFICATION WITH R IMPLEMENTATION

Machine Learning is a process of improving performance of a task with in a time specification, with ML the process can be improved every time after running the task with the greater performance. ML is a data-driven approach various algorithms are available but the current wok dealing with regression, classification and recommender systems only[11]-[13].

```r
➢ x <- c(151, 174, 138, 186, 128, 136, 179, 163, 152, 131)
➢ y <- c(63, 81, 56, 91, 47, 57, 76, 72, 62, 48)
➢ relation <- lm(y ~ x)
➢ png(file = "linearregression.png")
➢ dev.off()
➢ plot(x,y,col = "blue",main = " Linear Regression",abline(lm(x ~ y)),cex = 1.3,pch = 16,xlab = "Weight",ylab = "Height")
```

Regression draws a line and establishes a kind of correlation between the identified values [14]. Regression in the code is simple and gives a common relation but there is a possibility of the revision in the model so as to explore the model in detailed manner. Classification is most commonly used method in the ML models the code snippet implements the usage of classification with rpart package. Classification model involves decision trees, random forest [15].

```r
➢ setwd("C:\ Users\haarsadatta\Desktop\uma")
➢ getwd()
```
data1<-read.csv("Mail_Respond.csv",head=TRUE)
library(rpart)
library(rpart.plot)
mymodel<-rpart(outc~dist+house+inc+pc,method='class',control=rpart.control(minsplit = 10))
mymodel
plotcp(mymodel)
prop.table(myt)*100

Figure 3: Classification Model of Housing data.

The issue in case of classification model is basic classification is distinct with decision tree and random forest where there is a scope of integrated classifier model which provides a parameter based approach for selecting the specific model at the time of implementation[16]. Recommender systems deals with profile based and content based outcome [17]. The best example is in case of the amazon recommender system at the moment we select the product like laptop then the application also recommends the products within the same cost and configuration kind of the settings, the process of identifying the products and recommendation of the products comes under the category of ML algorithms [18].

4. ML AND HADOOP INTEGRATION WITH AVAILABLE TOOLS

Huge data storage is the benefit of Hadoop, applicability of the various algorithms and getting the valuable analytics is the advantage of ML(R provides various packages like rpart, e1071, kmeans...)[19]. With R programming the implementation of ML algorithms like classification, clustering and recommender systems, twitter analytics and sentiment analysis along with social media analytics are possible. The problem with R is while performing ML algorithms it has to dependent on RAM only which obviously limits the performance of the algorithm [20]. So as to solve the memory problem R has to depend on Hadoop. Hadoop is not meant for analytics but for storage and processing so the integration of R and Hadoop resolves the issue of storage and analytics requirements [21, 22]. RHadoop provides various packages to manage and analyze data with Hadoop. rhdfs is a package where through R we can perform reading, writing and modify the files stored in HDFS with basic connectivity. Rhbase is used to establish a NoSQL environment without indexing, without normalization of the data [23]-[25]. HBase provides a quorum based architecture to create, insert and read the data. Plymr is a package where user can perform some manipulations on the data. Rmr2 is a package which allows performing statistical analysis in R via Map Reduce [26]-[28].

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

The work aims in the Hadoop and ML integration. The description of the Hadoop and the corresponding issues in case of the unified process of configuring the cluster has been outlined. The ML algorithms like regression and classification with R implementation has been outlined and the corresponding results have been displayed. The integration of the Hadoop and R is vital requirement which solves the storage issue of the R and analytics issue of the Hadoop. The future scope of the work is a framework to install Hadoop with common steps related all the vendors mentioned in the Section I of the work. The other future scope is simple integration of R and Hive, R and Pig as well as R and Flume, R and Sqoop which greatly reduces the complexity of the development.
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